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ABSTRACT

We obtain a model of P–term inflation on D5 branes wrapped on resolved

and deformed An type singularities. On the brane world–volume, the resolution

and deformation of the singularity correspond to an anomalous D–term and a

linear term in the superpotential respectively. In the limiting cases with vanishing

resolution or deformation we get F or D–term inflation as expected. We give a

T–dual description of the model in terms of intersecting branes.
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1. Introduction

There has been great interest in D–brane inflation[1] in recent years mainly due

to the possibility that we may be living on a D–brane. Recently many models of

D–brane inflation have been built[1-14] which is a testament to the richness of this

scenario. Moreover, it seems that D–brane inflation is the easiest way of realizing

cosmological inflation in string theory. It is therefore important to build generic

D–term inflation models which can be realized in realistic string models (see [15]

for example).

P–term inflation[16,17] is the generalization of D–term inflation[18,19,20] to

the case of N = 2 supersymmetry. The matter content of the model is given by a

U(1) vector multiplet and a charged hypermultiplet. The superpotential and the

Yukawa couplings are fixed by supersymmetry. In addition to the F and D–terms,

the scalar potential can get a contribution from a triplet of anomalous P–terms. In

terms of N = 1 supersymmetry, one of these can be seen as an anomalous D–term

whereas the other two appear as a linear term in the superpotential. The model

has a supersymmetric vacuum in addition to an unstable state in which the neutral

scalar describes a (classically) flat direction. In an inflationary scenario, the neutral

scalar is the inflaton and its descent to the supersymmetric vacuum (due to the

one–loop corrections to the scalar potential) describes inflation. In general both

F and D-terms contribute to the scalar potential. However, for certain choices

of parameters the linear term in the superpotential or the D–term vanishes and

we obtain D or F–term inflation respectively. An interesting property of P–term

inflation is the fact that the F and D–terms can be mixed by a U(2) transformation

which exists due to N = 2 supersymmetry.

We first show that P–term inflation can be obtained on D5 branes which live

on spaces with An (and possibly Dn and E6,7,8) type singularities. These compact

spaces can be ALE × T 2, an elliptically fibered Calabi–Yau manifold or a more

complex space with a local An singularity. As a concrete example, we consider

the simplest case of an A2 singularity, i.e. the smooth Z3 ALE space (×T 2). The
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smooth ALE space is obtained by Kahler and complex deformations of the Z3

orbifold. We show that the field theory on two D5 branes wrapping this resolved

and deformed singularity gives rise to P–term inflation. This is a N = 2 super-

symmetric theory with a U(1) × U(1) gauge group and a charged hypermultiplet.

The vector multiplets arise from strings that start and end on the same D5 branes

wrapping each blown–up sphere. The hypermultiplets come from the strings that

connect the different D5 branes (which wrap different intersecting P 1’s). We show

that (in N = 1 supersymmetric language) the origin of the anomalous D–term is

the blow–up whereas the linear term in the superpotential arises from the complex

deformation of the singularity. In this description, the transformation that mixes

these two types of terms corresponds to the SO(3) symmetry of the hyperKahler

metric of the moduli space.

We also obtain P–term inflation in terms of intersecting brane models[21,22]

with two D4 branes stretched between three parallel NS5 branes. The two D4

branes correspond to the two D5 branes wrapping the P 1’s whereas the NS5 branes

describe the smooth ALE space. The Kahler and complex deformations are now

described by the positions of the NS5 branes along the three directions perpen-

dicular to all branes. This description is related to the one in terms of wrapped

branes by T–duality. Such a brane construction cannot be compactified and there-

fore describes only the physics near the resolved singularity. In this case, the

transformation that mixes the F and D–terms is simply a rotation, i.e. an SO(3)

transformation rotating the three directions transverse to all the branes.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review P–term inflation

in N = 2 supersymmetric field theory. In section 3 we obtain P–term inflation

on D5 branes which are wrapped on blown–up two cycles (of an orbifold type

singularity) with complex deformations. In Section 4 we describe P–term inflation

in terms of intersecting brane constructions. Section 5 contains our conclusions

and a discussion of our results.

2. P–term Inflation
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P–term inflation[16,17] is the generalization of D–term inflation to N = 2

supersymmetry. The matter content of the model is given by a hypermultiplet

and a gauge multiplet. These contain, in addition to the gauge boson, a pair of

complex conjugate scalars ΦA, (ΦA)∗ and a neutral singlet scalar Φ3 respectively.

The scalar potential including the N = 2 Fayat–Iliopoulos term is

VP = 2g2[Φ†ΦΦ2
3 +

1

4
(Φ†σiΦ − ξi)

2] (1)

where σi are the Pauli matrices and ξi are three anomalous P–terms. Renaming

the scalars by Φ1 = Φ+, Φ∗
2 = Φ− and S = Φ3 and defining ξ± = ξ1 ± iξ2, the

scalar potential can be written in N = 1 supersymmetric notation as

VP = 2g2(|SΦ+|2 + |SΦ−|2 + |Φ+Φ− − ξ+

2
|2) +

g2

2
(|Φ+|2 + |Φ−|2 − ξ3)

2 (2)

The above potential can be written as a sum of an F–term and a D–term

VP = |∂W |2 +
g2

2
D2 (3)

with the superpotential and D–term given by

W =
√

2gS(Φ+Φ− − ξ+/2) D = |Φ+|2 − |Φ−|2 − ξ3 (4)

For S > Sc = ξ/2 the scalar potential has a nonsupersymmetric local minimum at

Φ+ = Φ− = 0 |Pi|2 = |(Φ†σiΦ − ξi)|2 = g2ξ2 V0 =
1

2
g2ξ2 (5)

At this minimum, all supersymmetries are broken and therefore V receives a one–

loop contribution

V1 =
1

2
g2ξ2

(

1 +
g2

8π2
log

|S|2
|Sc|2

)

(6)

This one–loop correction to the scalar potential gives rise to a mass for the field

S. Thus, S which plays the role of the inflaton, rolls–down its potential slowly
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resulting in slow–roll inflation. When S < Sc, the field Φ+ becomes tachyonic

and starts rolling towards its new minimum. The endpoint of inflation is the

supersymmetric minimum of the scalar potential with

S = 0 |Φ+|2 =
ξ + ξ3

2
|Φ−|2 =

ξ − ξ3

2
(7)

From the form of the scalar potential in eq. (2), it is clear that F–term[23] and

D–term[18,19,20] inflation models are special cases of P–term inflation. From eqs.

(2), (4) and (6) we see that when ξ+ = ξ− = 0 we recover the D–term inflation

scenario with the scalar potential

VD = 2g2(|SΦ+|2 + |SΦ−|2 + |Φ+Φ−|2) +
g2

2
(|Φ+|2 + |Φ−|2 − ξ3)

2 (8)

where the Yukawa coupling is given by
√

2g due to N = 2 supersymmetry. On

the other hand, the case with ξ3 = 0 corresponds to the F–term inflation with the

potential

VF = 2g2(|SΦ+|2 + |SΦ−|2 + |Φ+Φ− − M2|2) +
g2

2
(|Φ+|2 + |Φ−|2)2 (9)

where we chose ξ+ = ξ− = M2/2. Therefore, P–term inflation interpolates between

F–term and D–term inflation models.

An interesting property of P–term inflation is the U(2) symmetry[17] which

arises from the underlying N = 2 supersymmetry. This can be used to show that

F–term and D–term models are related by a U(2) transformation. Using eqs. (3)

and (4) one can show that

VF (Φ) = VD(Φ′) (10)

where

Φ′
3 = Φ3 Φ′

A = UB
A ΦB U =

1√
2
(σ1 + σ3) (11)

When the above model is coupled to N = 1 supergravity the scalar potential
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becomes[17] (assuming canonical Kahler potentials for the fields)

V = 2g2e|S|
2/M2

P [|Φ+Φ− − ξ+/2|2(1 − (SS̄/M2
P ) + (SS̄/M2

P )2)

+ |SΦ+|2 + |SΦ−|2] +
g2

2
(|Φ+|2 − |Φ−|2 − ξ3)

2(12)

For the inflationary trajectory in field space with Φ+ = Φ− = 0 including the

one–loop correction to the scalar potential we get

V =
g2ξ2

2

(

1 +
g2

8π2
log(

|S|2
|Sc|2

) + f(
|S|4
2M4

P

) + . . .

)

(13)

Coupling to gravity breaks the symmetry between the F and D–terms. The pa-

rameter

f = (ξ2
1 + ξ2

2)/ξ2 (14)

gives the relative strength of the F and D–terms in P–term inflation. We see

that the cases with f = 0 and f = 1 correspond D–term and F–term inflation

respectively.

3. P–term Inflation on D–Branes

In this section, we obtain P–term inflation on D5 branes which are wrapped

on a blown–up and deformed A2 ALE singulaity. Consider the compact space

ALE × T 2 where the Z3 ALE space in the orbifold limit is given by

f(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z3 = 0 (15)

as a hypersurface in C3. This space is singular at x = y = z = 0 which is the

fixed point of the orbifold. There are two ways to remove this singularity. The

first is by blowing up the singularity which means replacing the singular point by

P 1’s (S2’s). This is called a resolution or a Kahler deformation. The second is
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by deforming eq. (15) by adding a relevant deformation. This is called a complex

deformation (or deformation for short) since it changes the complex structure of

the space. The deformed form of eq. (15) is[24,25,26]

f(x, y, z, ti) = x2 + y2 + Π2
i=1(z + ti) = 0 t1 + t2 = 0 (16)

For this new space, there is no solution to the equations f = df = 0 and therefore

the space is not singular. The A2 singularity has only two such deformations

which have to satisfy the above cosntraint. The complex coordinates ti measure

the “holomorphic volume” of the P 1’s in the geometry (which may or may not have

a nonzero volume). It can be shown that the number of deformation coordinates

(two in our case) equals the number of P 1’s that can be blown up (also two). The

“holomorphic volume” of the P 1’s is defined by[24]

αi =

∫

P 1

i

dxdy

z
(17)

For each sphere this gives a complex number whose magnitude is the “holomorphic

volume”.

As mentioned above, we can also resolve the singularity. It is well–known

that the number of P 1’s (which intersect each other pairwise) that are needed to

completely resolve a singularity of type An is n[24,26]. Thus we can resolve the

singular space in eq. (15) by blowing up two interecting P 1’s. The volume of each

blown–up sphere is given by a real Kahler modulus

vi =

∫

P 1

i

K (18)

where K is the Kahler form. The “stringy” volume of the resolved and deformed

singularity is given by[27]

Vi = (v2
i + |αi|2)1/2 (19)

where we assumed that BNS through the two spheres vanishes.
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Now we consider two D5 branes, one wrapped on each of the two P 1’s of the

above smoothed out singularity. The world–volume field theory is 3+1 dimensional

and has N = 2 supersymmetry. Since we have two separate D5 branes the gauge

group is U(1) × U(1) with gauge couplings

1

g2
i

=
Vi

gsℓ2
s

(20)

where Vi is the “stringy volume” given in eq. (19). (There is no θ angle since

we take BR flux to be zero.) In addition to the vector multiplets there is also a

hypermultiplet for each pair of intersecting P 1’s. We have exactly one intersection

between the two P 1’s so we get one hypermultiplet in the bifundamental represen-

tation of the gauge group. In N = 1 supersymmetric terms there are two chiral

multiplets with charges (1,−1) and (−1, 1). Of the to U(1)’s, the combination

1/2[U(1)1 + U(1)2] describes the center of mass motion of the two D5 branes and

decouples. The other combination given by 1/2[U(1)1 −U(1)2] is the relevant one

for our purposes. Under this gauge symmetry, the two charge conjugate chiral

multiplets (Φ1,2) have charges 1 and −1. There is also a neutral chiral multiplet

(S) coming from the vector mulptiplet. Due to the N = 2 supersymmetry the

superpotential is fixed to be

W = gY MΦ1SΦ2 (21)

N = 2 supersymmetry requires that the Yukawa coupling is given by the coupling

of the U(1) that does not decouple; g−2

Y M = g−2
1

− g−2
2

.

On the brane world–volume the Kahler and complex deformations of the sin-

gularity correspond to a triplet of anomalous P–terms as in eq. (1). Note that

without these deformations the ALE space is singular at x = y = z = 0. This

corresponds to the fact that S = Φ+ = Φ− = 0 is part of the moduli space. With

the deformations, however, this singular point is removed from the moduli space.

Thus we expect the origin of the moduli space to be removed by modifications to
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the scalar potential. This can be achieved by adding a real anomalous D–term to

the potential and a complex linear term to the superpotential. The moduli space of

the resulting theory given by eq. (7) does not include the origin. In terms of N = 1

supersymmetry the deformation results in a linear term in the superpotential[24]

W1 = αiSi (22)

Again specializing to the combination 1/2[U(1)1 − U(1)2] we get W1 = αS where

S = 1/2[S1 + S2] and α = [α1 + α2]/2ℓ4
s. This together with eq. (21) gives exactly

the superpotential of P–term inflation in eq. (4). The resolution of the singularity

corresponds to the anomalous D–term[28]

ξ3 =
1

4π2gs

√
v

ℓ3
s

(23)

where v = 1/2[v1 + v2]. The total D–term becomes

VD = g2(|Φ1|2 − |Φ2|2 − ξ3)
2 (24)

exactly as in eq. (4).

We see that the scalar potential obtained from the above F and D–terms repro-

duces that of P–term inflation. Clearly if the singularity is only deformed (resolved)

we get F–term (D–term) inflation. The moduli space of the world–volume field the-

ory has a hyperKahler metric due to the N = 2 supersymmetry. Such a metric has

an SO(3) symmetry which rotates the three parameters v and α into each other

which is the symmetry in eq. (11). Once coupled to gravity, the relative strengths

of the F and D–terms is given by the parameter f (see eq. (14))

f =
16π4g2

sℓ
2
s|α|2

16π4g2
sℓ

2
s|α|2 + v

(25)

As expected f = 1 (f = 0) corresponds to F–term (D–term) inflation.
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There are two main observational constraints on the string theory parameters

of our P–term inflation model. These arise from the magnitude of density pertur-

bations obtained from COBE and the bound on the cosmic string contributions to

this result. For P–term inflation we find that the Hubble constant during inflation

is H2 ∼ g2ξ2/6M2
P where M2

P = V6/g
2
2ℓ

8
s (V6 is the volume of the compact space.).

The initial value of the inflaton that will result in 60 e–foldings is

SN = ξ +
g2NM2

P

2π2
(26)

The COBE result on the magnitude of density perturbations

δH =
1

5
√

3π

V 3/2

V ′M3
P

∼ 2 × 10−5 (27)

gives using eq. (12) for the scalar potential

2
√

2π2ξSN

gM3
P

∼ 5 × 10−4 (28)

for N = 60.

In the D–term inflation limit (α = 0 or f = 0), from the form of the scalar

potential it is clear that at the end of inflation the complex scalar field Φ+ can

obtain any complex value with magnitude xi3. Thus the vacuum manifold is S1

which leads to the formation of cosmic strings with tension T = 2πξ3 (for the

physics of cosmic strings in D–brane inflation models see [29,30]). These are not

the recently discovered D–term strings[31,32,33] even though they arise from D–

terms since the superpotential of the model does not vanish. The superpotential

can only vanish if the compact space is not the direct product ALE × T 2 but

ALE space fibered over T 2, such as a conifold[32]. In this case the fibration breaks

supersymmetry to N = 1 and therefore we cannot have P–term inflation. Cosmic

strings generate density perturbations of the order of O(GT ). On the other hand,

recent observations limit this contribution to at most 10−2 of the COBE result[34].
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Thus we find GT ∼ M2
P T ≤ 10−7 or ξ3 ≤ 4 × 10−7M2

P . The constraint on string

parameters is

ξ3 =
1

4π2gs

√
v

ℓ3
s

≤ 5 × 10−4M2
P (29)

or

g2
s

4π2

ℓ5
s

√
v

V6

≤ 10−7 (30)

We see that for gs ∼ 1 and V6 ∼ ℓ6
s we find a very small blow up radius

√
v ∼ 10−5ℓs

whereas for larger compactification radii, e.g. V6 ∼ 106ℓ6
s we get

√
v ∼ 4ℓs which

is as large as the compactification radii. Note that for
√

v ∼ 10−5ℓs the gauge

coupling is extremely large, g2 ∼ 1010 for which perturbative calculations do not

make sense. Thus we are led to consider larger compactification radii with V6 ∼
106ℓ6

s which give g2 ∼ 0.06. One cannot have a smaller gauge coupling because in

that case the blow up radius becomes larger than the compactification radius. This

value of the gauge coupling is quite interesting. For smaller couplings, which as we

saw are hard to obtain, we can neglect the supergravity corrections in the potential

in eq. (12). We also get a very flat spectrum of density fluctuations, n = 1. For

larger couplings the supergravity corrections in the scalar potential are important

and the spectrum of density fluctuations are not necessarily very flat, n ∼ 0.98.

Moreover, in this case, the F–terms lead to a running spectral index with n < 1

(n > 1) at short (long) wavelengths[23]. Clearly, our estimates which give us the

borderline value for g are not enough to decide which of these possibilities occur.

For this, a detailed examination of cosmic string production in P–term models on

D–branes is required.

A possible way to avoid the constraints in eq. (29) coming from cosmic strings is

to have more than one complex scalar with nonzero VEV at the end of inflation[35].

In this case the cosmic strings that form are semi–local, i.e. they are not topological

since the vacuum manifold is S3. The number density of these strings after inflation

vanishes (for equal gauge and Yukawa couplings) and therefore the constraint in eq.

(29) does not apply. (For a more detailed examination of this isssue see [36, 37].)
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In our model, a second complex scalar with a VEV (Φ−) already exists when f 6= 0,

i.e. when there is an F–term in addition to the D–term. Even with only a D–term

this can be accomplished if there are two or more hypermultiplets in the model.

The number of hypermultiplets in the bifundamental representaion is given by the

strings which connect D5 branes wrapped on different (and intersecting) P 1’s. For

example with three D5’s on a Z3 singularity (two wrapping one P 1 and the other

wrapping the other second one) we get two pairs of complex scalars and therefore

there will be no stable cosmic strings

From the bulk point of view, P–term inflation on the branes corresponds to the

motion of the branes relative to each other, i.e. D–brane inflation. Consider two

D5 branes along the X1, X2, X3, X6, X7 directions on a Z3 ALE × T 2 (along the

X6, X7, X8, X9 and X4, X5 directions respectively). Clearly, the two P 1’s that are

blown up are along the X6, X7 directions. The complex deformation in eq. (16)

describes the complex structure on the P 1’s which can be seen as the compactified

X6, X7 plane. The branes can move along the X4, X5 and X8, X9 directions. The

motion along the former (latter) are described by the world–volume fields S (Φ1,2).

In other words, the values of Φ1,2 and S parametrize the Higgs and Coulomb

branches respectively . However, the resolution and deformation of the singularity

break supersymmetry and reduce the moduli space to a point (the supersymmetric

final state of P–term inflation). This supersymmetry breaking means that the

two D5 branes feel an attractive force and start moving towards each other. This

motion in the bulk describes P–term inflation on the world–volume. The attractive

bulk potential corresponds on the world–volume to the inflaton mass which arises

from the one–loop corrections to the superpotential. We see that two D5 branes

initially separated along the X4, X5 directions will start to approach each other

leading to inflation. In the meantime the branes start to separate along X8, X9.

At the end of inflation the branes are at the same X4, X5 coordintes and separated

along X8, X9.

Our scenario for P–term inflation on D–branes wrapped on deformed and re-

solved singularities can be easily generalized to more complicated spaces. First
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note that the Z3 ALE singularity is the simplest possible on for P–term inflation.

The world–volume theory on D5 branes wrapped on a Z2 singularity does not have

hypermultiplets since in this case there is only one blown–up P 1 and hypermulti-

plets arise from pairs of intersecting P 1’s. However, we can consider any An (Zn+1)

type singularity which is described by the hypersurface

f(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + zn+1 = 0 (31)

The deformed singularity is given by

f(x, y, z, ti) = x2 + y2 + Πn+1

i=1
(z + ti) Σn+1

i=1
ti = 0 (32)

The n deformations are parametrized by ti and described by the “holomorphic

volumes” αi as in eq. (17). The resolution of the singularity is described by the

blow–up of n P 1’s which intersect each other, each with a volume vi as in eq. (19).

If we wrap Ni D5 branes on the n different P 1’s we get the gauge group Πn
i=1

U(Ni)

with hypermultiplets in the bifundamental (Ni, N̄j) and (Nj , N̄i) representations;

i.e. a quiver theory. The superpotential and the D–terms are simple generalization

of those in eq. (4). Clearly, any U(1) subgroup with a pair of bifundamentals

would be sufficient to realize P–term inflation as we described above.

4. P–term Inflation in Intersecting Brane Models

P–term inflation can also be realized in Hanany–Witten models[21]. Unfortu-

nately these cannot be compactified and therefore serve only as a realization of

our model close to the orbifold singularity. For simplicity, we consider the minimal

model in section 2 which as we saw in section 3 is described by two D5 branes

wrapped on a resolved and deformed) Z3 ALE singularity.

In terms of intersecting branes, the smooth Z3 ALE space is described by

three parallel NS5 branes along the X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 directions and at the same
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X7, X8, X9 coordinates. The two D5 branes wrapped on the blown up Z3 singular-

ity correspond to two D4 branes along the X1, X2, X3, X6 directions and stretched

between the three NS5 branes (i.e. one D4 brane between the first and the sec-

ond NS5 branes and the other one between the second and the third NS5 branes).

The above intersecting brane configuration is T–dual to the one in section 3 given

in terms of two wrapped D5 branes. Under a T–duality along the X7 direction

the D4 branes become D5 branes. The three parallel NS5 branes become three

five–dimensional Kaluza–Klein monopoles which are described by the three–center

Taub–NUT space[38]

ds2 = V −1(dz − Aidyi)
2 + V dyidyi (33)

where

V = 1 + Σ3
r=1

2ℓs

|yr − yri
| ∂iV = ǫijk∂jAk (34)

Near the singularity, one can drop the constant term in V and the metric becomes

that of the Z3 ALE space. This shows the equivalence of the two T–dual descrip-

tions (up to issues related to compactification). This ALE space is not singular but

smooth with the Z3 orbifold singularity blown up. The blow–up radii of the spheres

correspond to the distances between the NS5 branes. The D5 branes of section

3 correspond to the D5 branes obtained after T–duality since these stretch along

the X6, X7 directions which correspond to the blown–up spheres. This description

is similar to the ones that appear in refs. [6] and [11]. However, note that in our

case there are no D6 branes; the hypermultiplets arise from strings that connect

the two D4 branes separated by an NS5 brane. The absence of the D6 brane is the

reason why in this model the transverse space can be compactified (in the T–dual

picture).

The triplet of P–terms that give rise to P–term inflation are obtained by moving

the NS5 branes to different X7, X8, X9 coordinates. Defining ∆Xi = Xi1 − Xi3

where 1 and 3 denote the first and third NS5 branes respectively, we can choose
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∆X7 to correspond to the D–term. Then, ∆X8, ∆X9 correspond to the other two

P–terms (which appear as linear terms in the superpotential). It can be shown

that the P–terms are given by

ξ1,2,3 =
∆X7,8,9

2πℓ2
sgY ML

(35)

where L is the distance between the two NS5 branes along the X6 direction and

the gauge coupling is

g2
Y M = (2π)2gs

ℓs

L
(36)

We see that the three P–terms are completely equivalent and the transformation in

eq. (11) corresponds to a simple rotation in the X7, X8, X9 space. When coupled

to N = 1 supergravity this symmetry is broken which is parametrized by the

parameter f

f =
(∆X8)

2 + (∆X9)
2

(∆X8)2 + (∆X9)2 + (∆X7)2
(37)

The matter content of the above brane configuration is well–known. The world–

volume theory on the D4 branes has N = 2 supersymmetry. The gauge group is

U(1) × U(1). The neutral scalars in these vector multiplets describe the positions

the two D4 branes along the X4, X5 directions. The charged hypermultiplet de-

scribes the positions of the D4 branes along the X7, X8, X9 directions and the

Wilson line along the X6 direction. As before the sum of the two U(1)’s gives the

center of mass motion of the D4 branes and is not interesting for our purposes.

The difference between the two U(1)’s describes the relative position of the branes

and is the U(1) that is relevant for P–term inflation. The neutral and charged

hypermultiplets are also the ones that correspond to this U(1) and are given by

linear combinations of the original ones (as in section 3).

As we mentioned above, this description can be easily generalized to the case

of N D5 branes wrapped on a resolved and deformed Zn ALE space. In terms of

intersecting branes, this corresponds to N D4 branes stretched between n parallel
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NS5 branes; Ni D4 branes are stretched between the ith and the i + 1th NS5 branes.

The matter content is a quiver theory exactly as the one described at the end of

section 3. In this case, any U(1) subgroup with two hypermultiplets realizes P–term

inflation.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

We have shown that P–term inflation is realized on D5 branes which are

wrapped on resolved and deformed Z3 orbifold singularities. On the brane world-

volume theory, the resolution and deformation correspond to an anomalous D–term

in the potential and a linear term in the superpotential both of which are necessary

for P–term inflation. In the limit of vanishing resolution or deformation we get F

or D–term inflation as expected. The model can easily be generalized to any Zn

(with n > 3) singularity which results in a quiver theory. Our model is T–dual to

an intersecting brane model in which two D4 branes stretch between three parallel

NS5 branes. The stringy parameters of the model are constrained by the magni-

tude of the density of perturbations and possible contributions to this from cosmic

strings.

We found that the strongest constraint on the parameters of the model arises

from the possible contribution of cosmic strings to the density perturbations.

Whether such strings are created at the end of inflation and their properties depend

on the topology of the vacuum manifold. For example, in D–term inflation, the

strings would be local and therefore stable. They would contribute to the density

perturbations and constrain the model. On the other hand, in P–term inflation,

there are two complex fields and the vacuum manifold is S3. As a result, the cosmic

string created are semi–local and do not contribute to the density perturbations.

Due to the many interesting possibilities and their observational effects cosmic

string production at the end of D–brane inflation and its experiemental signatures

merit further study.

For very small resolutions and/or deformations, e.g. ξ ∼ 10−60M2
P the above
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model can describe the current nonzero vacuum energy as quintessence. In fact,

this type of hybrid quintessence[39] was considered in[6]. However, this requires

unnaturally small blow–up radii and/or complex deformations.
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